HAPPY HOLIDAYS TO ALL
Hope to see all at the
Holiday Luncheon

The December meeting was
short but productive.
Dates to be remembered are
Sunday January 19, Time for
attitude adjustment will be
about 1:00PM with luncheon
to follow soon after.
Here's the needed info:
Place is Pear Valley Vineyard
in Paso Robles. $20.00 per
person
Payment can be sent to Bill
Kandler at 792 Phillips Road,
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420
We will have a gift swap, the
rule is, you bring one, you go
home with one, gifts should
be in line with holiday theme.

Spouses are urged to bring
along their specialty for
viewing.
In the past, some have chosen
to bring a type of after dinner
desert, not mandatory.
Most of all be reminded that
this is a time to share with
other members and spouses of
the CCW Family.
Note, if possible get your
payment in as soon as possible
so there will be time to print
name badges.

Next announcement is the
scheduled demonstration by
David Ellsworth on Friday
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March 14th in Bill Kandlers
shop start time is 9:00AM.
David is a worldwide known
turner with items in high
places, it should be put in
your must see schedule.

January starts a new year
which brings us up to Dues
Paying time, if paying by check,
you can make it out to CCW and
forward it to Bill Kandler,
Dues as always is $25.00
Challenge Project

Dates for down the road
sessions are Saturday
February 22nd, this will be
our 1st "Rookie Camp Saw
dust session" of 2014.

The project was to turn
something in the holiday mood.
and was almost completely
ignored, Rick Hasseman went
in a different material, but, was
still turning.

This will be a good time to
bring up your problem areas,
like tool sharpening,
mounting of work safely,
finishing with various
products.

He presented a turned
ornament made of the same
foam plastic that is used in
flower arrangements and
covered with hundreds of
glistening diamond like pieces
and sequins, really different

We will have 3 lathes and
should be able to get some of
our senior and advanced
turner to help.

Lastly for now, in May, no
date yet set we will host Ray
Key of England. Point of
information, if you have time
seek out the fore mentioned
names to see photos and
descriptions of their work.

past year. What special memories do you
share? What have you learned or come to
understand? Has anyone in your family
achieved any accomplishments (like a
graduation from school or winning an award)
or reached a major milestone (like retiring or
moving into a new home)? Your family
newsletter is a good place to share that
information and relive those memories with
people who could not be there to share your joy
the first time.
Also, think about who will be reading your
Rick is always
looking
A suggestion
by would
Ron
Glahn
to or
be
family
newsletter.
What
yourfor
friends
something
different
tototurn
distant
family members
most
like
hear of car
considered
is the
possibility
about? Do they have any special interests that
pooling to next year's symposium
your family shares?

in Phoenix, AZ. Phoenix is within
driving distance.
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Going back a week, Eric
Holmquist, our December visitor
gave us a demonstration on Air
Brush painting to enhance a
turning and ten later, piercing
with Dental tools. ( We had
2dentists in attendance.)

Eric showing one of his latest turning and
piercing project. The design was inspired by
Eric's business travels to India. He
described as a way of giving ventilation and
still being closed enough to keep privacy

Gordon
Rowland
showed his
latest
acquisition,
Drill Doctor,
Always have a
sharp drill
handy

Ron Glahn showed us a project that he
learned using a very thin Jewelers saw to
cut and imbed shell like material
He also offered as the challenge for next
month, that being a pen or pencil to be
forward to our armed forces

Next Meeting Saturday January 11th 9:AM Odd Fellows Hall 520 Dana St San Luis Obispo, CA
Challenge project Turn a pen for our Armed Forces
Officers of CCW
George Paes President 805 478 6370
Gordon Rowland V.Pres. 805 929 4101
Treasurer Bill Kandler 805 489 5309
Librarian Don Barr 805 226 8252

